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Texas Government Services & Coverage

Televon is the Microsoft Partner you deserve. Reducing 
your costs, improving your security, and saving you time.

Contact us today for a discovery discussion:  

Turner Kimbrough
tkimbrough@televon.com

Office: (737) 210-1475  l  Cell: (512) 565-9973
 

Televon redefines Microsoft 365 Partner support 
for Government, Education, and Non-profit 
organizations. As your Certified Partner, Televon 
acts as an in-house expert on all things Microsoft 
365, including licensing optimization, security 
hardening, and on-call expert support.  
 
In Televon, you have a partner who proactively 
lowers your costs, follows Microsoft changes, and 
recognizes security risks. 

The Microsoft 365 universe is amazingly complex 
and constantly changing. Within any week Microsoft 
announces application changes (updates, sunsets, 
migrations, etc.), security warnings, and packaging/
pricing updates. Televon keeps you ahead of the 
changes, ensuring you maximize your Microsoft 
relationship at the lowest possible price.  
 
With a history in cost reduction management, Televon 
focuses on efficiency rather than sales. Our goal is to 
be your partner, not your distributor or retailer.

Why Choose Televon?
Microsoft Services

Microsoft strictly controls pricing, 
ensuring no entity (distributor, 
partner, retailer, etc.) sells their 
service at a discount. Televon’s 
pricing is the same as every other 
entity’s, including Microsoft’s. 
The difference is that we help you 
identify what’s right for you and 
then help you get the most out of 
what you buy.

The typical government supplier for 
Microsoft licenses is a distributor

that sells licenses through a com-
petitively bid contract. Distribu-
tors only sell a product, they don’t 
analyze spend, optimize deploy-
ment, or provide technical sup-
port. Televon believes these are 
inseparable because of the com-
plexity and central importance 
of Microsoft cloud to an organi-
zation. Partners that switch from 
a state-contracted distributor to 
Televon typically realize 20-25% 
in total cost reduction.

As a TIPS contracted supplier, 
Televon can provide you reduced 
costs and better service. Since 
TIPS is a competitively bid coop-
erative contracting entity, you can 
purchase off it just as you would 
your state-sponsored Cooperative 
contract (Texas DIR, Pennsylvania 
STAR, or NASPO).

Ask us about 
GCC Migration 
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Televon is the Microsoft Partner you deserve. Reducing 
your costs, improving your security and saving you time.

Monthly licenses at annual rates. 

You don’t have to choose be-
tween predicting the future and 
lower rates. We deliver lower 
costs through flexible monthly 
billing at annual rates. We’ve 
added monthly usage analysis to 
identify optimization opportuni-
ties.  Together these two services 
reduce the typical government’s 
expenses by 20% or more.

Tier 1, 2 & 3 support. 

Televon is your team’s expert. 
With certified trained staff on 
hand to support you and your 
organization, you never have to 
wait for help. Configuration issue?  
We have you covered. Email hack? 
Our experts can root out the 
cause.

Periodic security audits. 

Security is no joke and Microsoft 
invests heavily in helping you stay 
ahead of the bad guys. Staying 
on top of these improvements 
and capabilities isn’t easy though. 
Televon conducts periodic 
security audits on all clients. 

Licensing 
Strategy

License 
Audit

Monthly 
Licenses at 
Annual Rate

Microsoft 
Change 
Management

Security 
Audits

 Offering  Description Contingency
Only

Periodic license type plan-
ning to ensure the licenses 
you are on, still meet your 
organization needs

Monthly license evaluation 
focused on cost optimization

Televon provides licenses 
directly to you at the same 
rate as an annual rate, 
but with ability to change 

Evaluation, notification, and 
change management associ-
ated with Microsoft product 
modifications

Periodic reviews of security 
system protocols and stan-
dards to identify opportuni-
ties for improvement

Licensed 
Client

Managed 
Client
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Televon is the Microsoft Partner you deserve. Reducing 
your costs, improving your security and saving you time.
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What To Expect: 
Sales & Onboarding Process

Start seeing savings in as little as 2-weeks

1. 15 Minute Discovery Discussion:
We provide more detail about our 
program and asks questions to 
assess how best we can help.

2. Conduct current state basic audit:
Through an unlicensed user 
account, we will conduct a basic 
audit. This takes about a week to 
complete.  

3. Potential value for relationship:
In the output of this basic audit, 
we focus on key findings such as 
license optimization concepts and 
security/compliance protocols.

4. Client signup:
Given the investment in analysis, 
audit, and security management, 
we ask that clients commit to a 
contract with Televon.  

5. Televon made your Microsoft Partner:
Setup of our Partnership status is 
done within your Microsoft Admin 
portal. Once completed, we will 
have authority to engage with Mic-
rosoft on your behalf.

6. Begin user audit and optimization:
We will first focus on license plan-
ning and optimization. This process 
takes about a week.

Frequently Asked Questions

• Compliance is a big concern for us, shouldn’t all 
users be on an E3 license? No. E3 does come with 
a solid set of Compliance capabilities, but it also 
comes with a huge list of other capabilities which 
many users do not need or use. There are licensing 
options that can deliver the compliance and every-
thing these users currently use, but at a lower cost.

• Do all users have to be on the same Microsoft 
license within our organization?  No. You 
can have as many user license types as make 
sense for your organization. 3-4 different license 
configurations deliver the best mix of capability 
and cost efficiency for most organizations.

• How does Televon provide Monthly Microsoft 
licensing at annual rates?  Microsoft enables more 
flexibility for Cloud Service Providers like Televon.

• If Televon’s Microsoft licenses are the same price 
as our current distributors’ price, then how can 
Televon save us +20%? It’s not the price at the 
pump, but the number and type of licenses you 
purchase.  Televon helps you find the right license 
for each user by analyzing that user’s behavior. By 
mixing license levels and matching to user behavior, 
you can dramatically reduce total expense without 
affecting user behavior. 

• We already buy licenses at annual rates, so how do monthly 
licenses at that same rate help lower our costs? If you buy 
licenses annually, then you likely account for user changes (e.g., 
people leaving, staffing up, etc.) by keeping some unassigned 
licenses in inventory. With our program, you don’t need to 
keep excess inventory. Buy and delete licenses on the fly. A 
side benefit of this program is when Microsoft makes major 
packaging and pricing changes, you can take advantage of 
them immediately, rather than waiting for your annual renewal.
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